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Abstract: Reflective thinking begins by pupils’ perplexity and re-evaluation for problem solving. In term of overcoming perplexity and another confusion, pupils’ beliefs and level of self-efficacy are necessary. The study conducted to address the impact of self-efficacy level into pupils reflective thinking for problem solving. The research is a qualitative study that describes data and facts without any manipulation. The research employed 149 pupils as subjects from 9 Senior High Schools in Central Java and East Java – Indonesia. The data collection consisted of questionnaire to categorize self-efficacy level, a test to explore pupils’ reflective thinking, and an in-depth interview to make sure the data of pupils’ reflective thinking. The data validation employed a triangulation technique. Different levels of pupils’ self-efficacy indicate differences in reflective thinking in solving problems. We successfully concluded the higher self-efficacy level the more reflective thinking indicators fulfilled. In improving pupils’ reflective thinking ability, the educational practices must improve pupils’ self-efficacy by designed model learning or another instruments.
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1. Introduction

Learning outcomes is an indicator of pupils’ achievement in learning mathematics. Based on the survey in nine Senior High Schools in Central Java and East Java – Indonesia, pupils’ outcomes in mathematics are relatively low. The averages of mathematics national examination in nine schools are below 50 out of 100. In terms of the international arena, Indonesian pupils’ achievement in PISA 2018 ranked 72 out of 78 participating countries (OECD, 2018). That is why pupils’ thinking ability must be developed to improve achievement (Ningsih, 2016). Thinking is a transformation process in problem-solving to reach a new representation (Solso et al., 2014). One thinking type that can be implemented for problem-solving is reflective thinking (Agustan et al., 2017; Odafe, 2007).

Gurol (2011) argues that reflective thinking is a cognitive process of employee analysis, re-evaluation, and motivation for problem-solving. Reflective thinking begins with pupils’ perplexity and re-evaluation for problem-solving (Rodgers, 2002; Suharna, 2018). Reflective thinking employee pupils’ presumption and imagination (Chee & Mehrotra, 2012) so they can conduct re-evaluation and re-thinking what they have done (Nuriadin et al., 2015). Re-evaluation includes an inquiry effort to make a decision for the best solution (Berkovitz, 2015). Pupils who can manage knowledge and experience certainly employ reflective thinking in problem-solving properly (Cottrell, 2017).

Unfortunately, the role of reflective thinking in solving problems has not yet received attention both by teachers and pupils (Sezer, 2008). Pupils cannot manage their knowledge and experience to solve new problems or obtain the best solutions for problem-solving. They focus on how to answer the problem without evaluating or conceptualizing, whereas, teachers tend to pay attention to pupils’ answers without understanding the process of obtaining answers (Dervent, 2015).

There are four aspects of reflective thinking namely: technique, monitoring, insight, and conceptualization (Zehavi & Mann, 2005). Technique is a step where pupils can select an effective and efficient solution. Monitoring is a re-evaluation step for employee their knowledge. Insight is the pupils’ ability to manage knowledge and emotions so that the problems are solved. Meanwhile, conceptualization is pupils’ ability in connecting their concepts. The preliminary research concluded the indicators of reflective thinking in four aspects. The indicators presented in Table 1.

Table 1. The indicators of reflective thinking

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspects</th>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Techniques</td>
<td>Understanding to obtain information</td>
<td>T1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Finding how to understand the question</td>
<td>T2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring</td>
<td>Monitoring the step of solution</td>
<td>M1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Monitoring whether answers are correct or not</td>
<td>M2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insight</td>
<td>Understanding how to overcome difficulties</td>
<td>I1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Being ready to correct wrong answers</td>
<td>I2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Conceptualization Considering another way to solve the problems C1
Able to relate mathematics concepts C2

Besides, pupils’ self-efficacy takes apart in problem-solving. Self-efficacy is the pupils’ belief based on their knowledge and concepts to decide for problem-solving. Self-efficacy is a managed belief with oriented objectives (Schunk & Pajares, 2009). It illustrates pupils’ belief and hope of their problem-solving ability in dealing with learning objective (Cai et al., 2019). Categorize self-efficacy into three levels namely high, moderate, and low level (Riani & Rozali, 2014). Pupils with low self-efficacy level feel unsure about their ability to solve a problem, while pupils with high self-efficacy levels feel optimistic and confident of their abilities and persistent in solving a problem (Liu & Koirala, 2009). Both have similarities in duration needed when solving a problem (Corkett et al., 2011). Pupils with low self-efficacy levels need a long time to build a belief and to overcome their confusion in solving a problem. Meanwhile, pupils with high self-efficacy levels need a long time in solving a problem to find the best solution (Kim & Lorsbach, 2005). Pupils’ self-efficacy can be categorized by looking at three dimensions namely level, strength, and generality (Ghufron & Risnawita, 2011). Each dimension emerges indicators describe in Table 2.

Table 2. Dimension and indicator in categorization of self-efficacy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Indicators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level</strong></td>
<td>Feels optimistic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Able to overcome confusion and obstacle in solving a problem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Planning in their tasks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Strength</strong></td>
<td>Able in any condition for problem solving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trust in their ability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Generality</strong></td>
<td>Employees knowledges and experience to achieve best solution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Making consideration and decision to solve a problem efficiently</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reflective thinking begins with pupils’ confusion (Rodgers, 2002). Therefore, a question type to understand pupils’ reflective thinking is a question that can cause pupils’ confusion. The questions employees various experience, reflection, and related concepts (Funny et al., 2019). It may be a non-routine question (Hong & Choi, 2011). It is an unfamiliar question for pupils so they experience confusion (Hidajat et al., 2019). The study employee a non-routine question in matrix content. The content is easy to develop into a non-routine question (Kaplan et al., 2017). Thus, a non-routine problem in matrix content can be employed to understand pupils’ reflective thinking.

The study addresses pupils’ reflective thinking for solving matrix problems in terms of self-efficacy level. Their self-efficacy categorized into three levels namely high, moderate, and low. The similarities and differences between pupils’ reflective thinking at all three levels will be revealed qualitatively.

### 2. Method

#### 2.1. Design

This research is qualitative. Qualitative research method is a research method that relies on the philosophy of positivism. The design used in this research is descriptive. Descriptive research is research that aims to give pictures or describe the state of an object (reality or phenomenon) following the situation and conditions with no manipulation (Kholid et al., 2020). Therefore, to achieve the objectives we describe the nature of pupil reflective thinking following by self-efficacy level.

#### 2.2. Participants

The participants of the study are 149 pupils of nine Senior High Schools in Central Java and East Java - Indonesia. Taking into the mean and standard deviation of self-efficacy questionnaire score they filled, there are 42 pupils categorized into the high level, 61 pupils categorized into the moderate level, and 46 pupils categorized into the low level.

Table 3. Participant demographic characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Self-efficacy Level</th>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Male/Female</th>
<th>Mean Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>23/19</td>
<td>16.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>28/33</td>
<td>17.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>24/22</td>
<td>16.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.3. Instruments and Data Collection Technique

A questionnaire to categorize self-efficacy level and a set of tests developed by researchers to describe pupils’ reflective thinking developed by researchers. The Cronbach alpha score of the questionnaire was 0.831. An in-depth interview conducted to make sure the tendency of pupils’ reflective thinking. Subjects solve the problems by the think-aloud method. Think-aloud is a method that involves research subjects to think hard in analyzing a problem accompanied by talking loudly when solving problems (Jaspers et al., 2004). The problem to describe pupils’ reflective thinking shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Mathematical problem](image)

2.4. Analysing of Data

Data analysis in this study includes data reduction, data presentation, and conclusion. Data collection can be presented in the diagram in Figure 2.

![Figure 2. Data collection flow chart](image)

3. Results

In this paper, we describe a pupil from each level. They are selected because their reflective thinking represents other subjects at each level. S-1 represents subjects at the high level of self-efficacy, S-2 represents subjects at the moderate level, and S-3 represents subjects at the low level.

3.1. The Result of S-1

![Figure 3. Answer sheet of S-1](image)
Pupil’s answer sheet shown in Figure 3. S-1 understands what is information given and what is the question by reading the problem over and over. In solving Question 1, S-1 transformed matrix $P$ into $P^t$. S-1 found a perplexity in finding the next step. S-1 overcame the confusion by determining the value of $b$ and $c$, so that the value $b=1$ and $c=3$. S-1 substituted value $b$ into equation $2a-4=b-5$ to find value of $a$. S-1 got value $a=0$. Next, S-1 substituted value $a$ and $c$ into equation $d+2a=3a-c$ to find the value of $d$. S-1 successfully concluded the answer by saying “So … value $a=0$, $b=1$, $c=3$, $d=-3$”. In terms of Question 2, S-1 wrote a formula. S-1 got an obstacle to determine the next step. It can be seen when S-1 said “matrix $A$ … mmmh this is an incorrect step”. S-1 crossed out the matrix $A$ then continued writing next to it ”$X=A^{-1}$ $B$”. S-1 found confusion in finding $X$, S-1 said “$X = \frac{1}{\det(A)}$ multiplied by …”. S-1 overcame the confusion by reading back to the question so S-1 got “matrix $\begin{bmatrix} 5 & 3 \\ 1 & 4 \end{bmatrix}$ multiplied by $\begin{bmatrix} 7 & 18 \\ -6 & 21 \end{bmatrix}$”. S-1 made a consideration in determining matrix $X$. S-1 said that “So matrix $X = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 9 \\ -1 & 6 \end{bmatrix}$”. S-1 conducted monitoring into the answer. He also tried to find an alternative way in ensuring the answer is already correct. It showed when S-1 halted for a while and looked back at the answer sheet. The reflective thinking structure of S-1 illustrated in Figure 4.

![Figure 4. The Illustration of Reflective Thinking Structure S-1](image)

3.2. The Result of S-2

![Figure 5. Answer sheet of S-2](image)
Pupil’s answer sheet presented in Figure 5. S-2 understands the given information by repeatedly reading and writing the information into the answer sheet. In solving Question 1, S-2 wrote matrix \[ P = \begin{bmatrix} 2a - 4 & 3b \\ d + 2a & 2c \\ 4 & 7 \end{bmatrix} \] as well as \[ Q = \begin{bmatrix} b - 5 & 3a - c & 4 \\ 3 & 6 & 7 \end{bmatrix} \]. S-2 tried to solve Question 1 by transforming matrix \( P \) into \( P' = \begin{bmatrix} 2a - 3d & 2a & 4 \\ 3b & 2c & 7 \end{bmatrix} \).

Perplexity appears when S-2 determining value \( b \), but S-2 looks enthusiastic to solve the problem. Then, S-2 overcame the perplexity by re-reading the question and re-calling her concepts to get value \( b=1 \) and \( c=3 \). After getting equation \( 3b=3 \) and \( 2c=6 \), S-2 substituted value \( a \) and \( c \) into equation \( d+2a=3a-c \) to find value \( d=-2 \). In solving Question 2, S-2 faced an obstacle in determining matrix \( X \). The obstacle appears when S-2 looks to keep silent. Then S-2 wrote \[ X = \begin{bmatrix} 7 & 18 \\ -6 & 21 \end{bmatrix} \]. S-2 got confusion by crossing out the answer. The effort to overcome the confusion by monitoring the written solution. After finding the mistakes, S-2 conducted a correction so S-2 successfully concluded matrix \( X \) by saying “So, matrix \( X \) fulfills \[ X = \begin{bmatrix} 4 & -3 \\ -1 & 5 \end{bmatrix} \]. S-2 did not re-monitor the final answers that have been written in Questions 1 and 2. This can be seen from the final answers of an error due to lack of accuracy. The reflective thinking structure of S-2 illustrated in Figure 6.

![Figure 6. The Illustration of Reflective Thinking Structure S-2](image-url)
S-3 understands the problem by repeatedly reading the problems. In solving Question 1, S-3 transformed matrix $P$ into $P^t$. S-3 said, “firsts step, matrix $P$ transformed into $P^t = \begin{bmatrix} 2a - 4d + 2a & 4 \\ 3b & 2c \end{bmatrix}$. S-3 wrote matrix $Q$ next to matrix $P^t$. In finding the value $b$, S-3 said “$Q = \begin{bmatrix} b - 53a - c & 4 \\ 3 & 6 & 7 \end{bmatrix}$. I will determine... the value of $b$”. S-3 got the value $b = 1$ and $c = 3$. S-3 faced a perplexity on determining value $a$. In overcoming the perplexity, by looking back at the step of written solution. It represented by crossing out the answer. S-3 made sure the solution so S-3 found value $a = 0$. Value $a$ and $c$ employed in finding value $d = -2$. S-3 begun problem-solving Question 2 by confusion. S-3 tried to remember the formula, “$AX = B$”. S-3 finding value $X$ by multiplyin $A^{-1}$ and $B$, “$\frac{1}{\det(A)} \begin{bmatrix} 5 & 3 \\ 1 & 4 \end{bmatrix}$ multiplied by $\begin{bmatrix} 7 & 18 \\ -6 & 21 \end{bmatrix}$”. In this step, S-3 faced confusion in matrix multiplication. The effort to overcome confusion is recalling the old concepts. S-3 successfully concluded $X = \begin{bmatrix} 89 & -33 \\ 17 & 17 \\ -1 & 6 \end{bmatrix}$. The reflective thinking structure of S3 illustrated in Figure 8.

Figure 7. Answer sheet of S-3

Figure 8. The Illustration of Reflective Thinking Structure S3
4. Discussions

In the technique aspect, subjects understand the information given and question by repeating the question. This step called identifying the problem (Suharna et al., 2020). The pupil with high self-efficacy level recalling the knowledge and connecting the concepts to solve the problem. The recalling and concepts connecting conducted in a consistent way (Lee, 2005). The subject tries to find a piece of new information by connecting some information they have. Meanwhile, pupils with moderate self-efficacy levels achieve critical thinking (Suharna, 2018). It shown in step f problem analysis, determining all necessary information, and looking at other information that are not given in the problem. The pupils with low self-efficacy level solve the mathematical problems by doing trial and error (Kholid et al., 2021). Besides, they try to remember and connect the concept. It is relevant to the statement that pupils with low self-efficacy levels is in recall level as the lowest level of thinking (Krulik et al., 2003).

In the monitoring aspect, pupils in each self-efficacy level arrange a plan before solving the problem. Moreover, only pupils with high self-efficacy levels conduct re-monitoring to step and answer to make sure the solution is correct. It means pupils show a rationalisation by connecting old and new experiences with a reasonable background (Lee, 2005). The pupil with moderate self-efficacy level conducts a looking back step only in Question 2, while Pupil with low self-efficacy level does not. It is relevant with a statement that subjects with self-efficacy levels achieve a reflection step. The step includes thinking activity and connecting experience with the problem (Leung & Kember, 2003). Pupils with low self-efficacy conduct re-monitoring when they face confusion. They do an activity only on purpose (Masduki et al., 2020). This step called reflectivity.

In the insight aspect, subject in each self-efficacy level employee enthusiastic in correcting mistakes. One characteristic of reflective thinking is being aware of mistakes and correcting them to completion (Suharna et al., 2020). Subjects with high self-efficacy have an optimistic attitude, do not give up easily, always feel confident, and will give all their efforts to the maximum so that they will get maximum results as well (Riani & Rozali, 2014). This is in line with subjects with high self-efficacy who look optimistic (Kholid et al., 2019), do not give up easily, are confident of the solution to the problem written, and exert all their efforts to the maximum so that they get the correct answer to question 1 and correct. Subjects with moderate levels of self-efficacy feel less confident with the solutions written and are less than optimal in exerting their efforts in working on the problems so that they do not get maximum results. The answers to Questions 1 and 2 are incorrect due to a lack of accuracy during the counting process. They have a less confident attitude and are less than optimal in exerting their business to get suboptimal results. Meanwhile, subjects with low self-efficacy always feel doubtful and anxious, unsure of the solutions written and do not maximize their efforts to work on the problems so that the results obtained are only a correct Question 1. In solving Question 2, the subject takes many errors starting from writing the formula to the concept multiplication between matrix. They have an attitude of insecurity, always feel doubtful and anxious, and do not maximize their efforts to work on the problem to get results that are not optimal.

In the conceptualization aspect, pupils in each self-efficacy level connecting the prior concepts to the problem. On the other hand, they have no idea to solve the problem in a different way. It is relevant to a statement that conceptualization is an activity in connecting a prior concept to the problem (Zehavi & Mann, 2005). The pupils with high self-efficacy levels able in connecting the prior concept to the problems both in Question 1 and 2, they can tackle related concepts and a unique situation (Bakar et al., 2020). Also, they tend to have independent field cognitive styles because they can relate knowledge and experience to solve a problem (Son et al., 2020). The pupils with moderate self-efficacy levels make a bit mistake in Question 2. Meanwhile, the pupils with low self-efficacy levels are not able in connecting prior concept to Question 2. Moreover, the pupils with low self-efficacy levels face more obstacles and confusion in solving Question 2.

5. Conclusions

We successfully conclude three points as follow: 1) pupil with high self-efficacy able to acquire given information by repeatedly reading the question, connecting prior experience and concept to overcome the confusion, conduct re-monitoring to the step and solution, and enthusiastic in correcting errors; 2) pupil with moderate self-efficacy level able to acquire given information by repeatedly reading the question, looking the necessary information, look back the step and solution, connecting prior experience and concept to overcome the confusion, make some errors, and ready to correct the mistakes; and 3) pupil with low self-efficacy level face more confusion and obstacle, able to acquire given information by repeatedly reading the question, remember formula and experience to solve the problem, conduct looking back if necessary, and ready to correct the mistake.
6. Recommendations

Reflective thinking and self-efficacy are components that have a role in problem-solving. Thus, it is necessary to carry out further research in defragmenting students' reflective thinking and self-efficacy in problem-solving. Research can be in the form of developing a learning model that stimulates reflective thinking and self-efficacy in problem-solving.

7. Limitations

Many subjects don't solve the problem when they experience confusion because they cannot manage their insights and regulations. For this reason, educators need to guide them in dealing with perplexity and obstacles.
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